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A B S T R A C T   

The assembly of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a complex process. The joint action of the 
assembly load and the working temperature causes an uneven stress distribution among the components and 
produces a certain degree of deformation. In addition, the assembly process is often related to load transfer, 
material transfer, energy exchange, multi-phase flow and electrochemical reaction. At present, the 
manufacturing cost of fuel cells is extremely high, and assembly cost accounts for a large proportion. Assembly 
techniques with low efficiency and accuracy further increase manufacturing costs. Therefore, there is an urgent 
need for further research on stack assembly theory and techniques to improve stack assembly efficiency and 
reduce costs. Based on a survey of the literature, the research status of assembly load, assembly load optimi-
sation, assembly mechanism, and automatic assembly are summarised. Based on comprehensive analyses, this 
review proposes the development trends of assembly key techniques for fuel cell stacks, and provides a helpful 
reference for researchers and producers. In the future, the research of assembly technique should pay more 
attention to the assembly load of fuel cell under on-line conditions and the joint influence of assembly load and 
other stresses. The assembly mechanism should be designed according to the application scenario of fuel cell and 
be more convenient to dynamically adjust the assembly load. The review also points out that automation is the 
development direction of assembly technique. The design, manufacture and assembly of fuel cells need to be 
better coordinated.   

1. Introduction 

Energy has always been the driving force for the development of 
human society and economy, and the basic resource for the survival of 
human society [1,2]. It is the principal metric to measure a country’s 
comprehensive national strength, the degree of civilisation develop-
ment, and the national living standard [3,4]. The history of human so-
cial progress shows that every breakthrough in energy technology 
greatly promotes the development of social productivity [5,6]. In the 
21st century, the requirements of human society for energy systems are 

that they be safe, efficient, clean, and economic. These requirements 
cannot be met by the current combustion engines or technology. The 
development of energy faces great challenges [7,8]. Energy production 
and consumption are closely related to global warming and greenhouse 
effects [9]. More than half of greenhouse gas emissions are caused by the 
current global energy system [10]. General fossil fuels release a large 
amount of carbon dioxide after combustion, which aggravates global 
warming and accelerates the greenhouse effect [11,12]. As a new type of 
energy carrier and not natural source of energy, hydrogen has many 
advantages over other energy sources, such as rich reserves, environ-
mental friendliness, wide range of distribution, and high gravimetric 
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energy density [13,14]. Hydrogen can not only be obtained from fossil 
energy, but it is also a by-product of many industrial and chemical 
processes [15]. Therefore, hydrogen is considered as an alternative to 
the next generation of fossil energy. 

Hydrogen energy has many uses, one of which is as the fuel of a 
proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). Fuel cells can directly 
convert the chemical energy in fuel (hydrogen) and an oxidant (air or 
oxygen) into available electric energy through internal electrochemical 
reactions [16,17]. The power generation process is environmentally 
friendly, efficient, and sustainable [18]. The chemical reaction in a fuel 
cell is not limited by the Carnot cycle, and thus the energy conversion 
efficiency of the fuel cell is much higher than that of an internal com-
bustion engine [19,20]. In recent years, fuel cell technology has grad-
ually matured, such that fuel cells have been widely used [21]. However, 
the high cost of manufacturing has always been a challenging problem 
[22,23]. 

Fig. 1 shows the structure of a typical PEMFC stack. PEMFCs consist 

of a membrane electrode assembly (MEA), bipolar plate (BPP), end plate 
(EP), current collector, insulation plate, and sealing gaskets. The basic 
unit of the fuel cell is composed of an MEA in the middle and a BPP on 
each side. The MEA is composed of a proton exchange membrane (PEM), 
a catalyst layer (CL), and a gas diffusion layer (GDL). The structure of the 
MEA is shown in Fig. 2. 

Generally, the output voltage of a single fuel cell is low. In order to 
improve the power generation capacity of fuel cells, a large number of 
single fuel cells are assembled into high-power stacks. Fuel cell assembly 
is a process of stacking many single cells. Finally, different assembly 
loads are applied to the EP to realise the tight assembly of single fuel 
cells, as shown in Fig. 3. These components are deformed after being 
subjected to a certain degree of assembly force, which causes changes in 
the structure and physical parameters. The changes in these parameters 
affect the water transfer, reactant transfer, electron transfer, and heat 
transfer of the fuel cell, and ultimately affect the performance of the fuel 
cell [24,25]. In this process, the magnitude and distribution of the as-
sembly load is especially important, and the distribution of the assembly 
load is mainly related to the assembly mechanism. These aspects belong 
to the category of assembly techniques, which are addressed in this re-
view. In addition, one of the obstacles to fuel cell industrialisation is that 
the techniques of large-scale manufacturing and assembly are not 
mature [26,27]. Therefore, it is urgent to achieve theoretical and prac-
tical breakthroughs in fuel cell assembly techniques. 

In order to optimise the performance of PEMFCs, the first problem of 
assembly technique research is to determine a reasonable assembly load 
range. The assembly load has a certain impact on the components and 
performance of the fuel cell [28,29]. The size and homogeneity of the 
load and the distribution of the load in the sealing area and flow field are 
very important. On the one hand, an extremely small assembly load first 
leads to problems with respect to air tightness. Good air tightness is the 
first prerequisite to ensure the normal and safe operation of the fuel cell 
stack in later stages [30,31]. Moreover, it leads to incomplete contact 
between components, resulting in a sharp rise in the interface contact 
resistance (ICR). After the input of reaction gas, this leads to a partial 
open-circuit phenomenon, and the effective voltage of a single cell is 
reduced [32]. On the other hand, the GDL would be seriously com-
pressed by an excessive assembly load. The GDL is a porous structure. 
The porosity and permeability decrease sharply after over-extrusion 
[33]. This not only hinders the diffusion of the reaction gas in the 
MEA, but also prevents the water generated by the reaction from 
draining out the fuel cell in time, which also causes the output power of 
the fuel cell to decrease. The structural strength of the PEM is extremely 
low, and its structural stress increases rapidly due to over-extrusion. In 
this case, even if the assembly load were reduced at a later stage, there 
would be some residual stress in the PEM, which would lead to a serious 
deterioration in the durability of the PEM [34]. Even if the initial as-
sembly load is reasonable, the interface contact pressure could surge 
significantly, owing to the swelling of the membrane caused by the 
temperature rise during fuel cell operation. In addition, the dimensional 
error (Fig. 4) of the height of the BPP channel may also cause a series of 
problems such as gas blockage due to excessive local contact pressure. 
Therefore, the structural and transmission characteristics of the stack 
are subject to the assembly load. The second problem of the assembly 
technique is to obtain a uniform assembly load distribution. The fuel cell 
has a short plate effect; that is, the performance of the fuel cell depends 
on the worst cell. Uniform pressure distribution can ensure that the 
electrochemical reaction conditions and sealing conditions of the sealing 
zone are essentially the same. It is worth pointing out that the distri-
bution of pressure has a significant relationship with the assembly 
mechanism, which is also one of the problems in the research of as-
sembly techniques. With the increasing level of automation, people try 
to improve the production efficiency by automatic assembly and avoid 
possible human errors in the assembly process. Therefore, more and 
more attention has been paid to the automated assembly of stacks in 
recent years. 

Abbreviations 

PEMFC Proton exchange membrane fuel cell 
MEA Membrane electrode assembly 
BPP Bipolar plate 
EP End plate 
PEM Proton exchange membrane 
CL Catalyst layer 
GDL Gas diffusion layer 
ICR Interface contact resistance 
CR Contact resistance 
MPL Micro porous layer 
PSD Pore size distribution 
PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene 
NBR Nitrite butadiene rubber 
FEM Finite element model 
ESM Equivalent stiffness model 
RSM Response surface methodology 
CMM Coordinate measuring machine  

Fig. 1. Composition of PEMFC stack.  



During the assembly process, it is difficult to obtain the parameters of 
the fuel cell stack directly, which poses a significant challenge for as-
sembly techniques. In terms of scientific literature, most of the research 
on PEMFC assembly techniques concerns the mechanical simulation 
model of the stack [30,35,36] and stack mechanical and performance 
tests [28,37]. There are also some studies involving stresses on com-
ponents and stack assembly loads [31,33,38], as well as review studies 
[24,39,40]. Few of the current articles summarise the contents of the 

assembly techniques. The study presented in Ref. [39] carried out a 
detailed review of catalyst deposition and BPP manufacturing tech-
niques, but left the assembly techniques for further study. In contrast, 
the review carried out in Ref. [24] analysed the effects of various forms 
of stress on fuel cells. However, research methods for determining the 
best assembly were not summarised. Similarly [40], reviewed the effects 
of mechanical compression on fuel cell components, but did not address 
the optimisation of the assembly load. The present work reviews various 
subjects related to fuel cell assembly, aiming to supplement and improve 
upon the conclusions in the existing literature. The development trend of 
the assembly technique is analysed to provide a reference for scholars 
engaged in relevant research. In order to highlight the most important 
characteristics of each technique, the conclusions from the available 
literature are analysed and integrated. The difficulties and challenges of 
PEMFC stack assembly techniques mainly involve the following aspects:  

(1) Determination and optimisation of assembly load.  
(2) Effect of assembly load on fuel cell components and performance.  
(3) Research methods and means of assembly process.  
(4) Combination of fuel cell design and automatic assembly. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 focuses 
on the effect of assembly load and distribution on fuel cell components 
and performance. The effects of assembly load on fuel cell components 
such as the PEM, GDL, and CL are reviewed. Through the compression 
effect, the characteristics of the fuel cell such as electronic conduction, 
contact resistance (CR), and heat transfer are also affected. The opti-
misation of the assembly load and the realisation of uniform load dis-
tribution are reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 focuses on research on the 
fuel cell assembly mechanism, namely different assembly forms. Section 
5 introduces related research on automatic assembly and points out the 
importance of automatic assembly for fuel cell industrialisation. Finally, 
after understanding the research content and progress of the stack as-
sembly technique at this stage, Section 6 summarises the assembly 
technique and proposes future research directions. This review of the 
assembly technique can be used as a reference by PEMFC stack assembly 
researchers and engineers. The relevant conclusions and research con-
tents offer significant guidance in the processes of PEMFC stack design 
and assembly. 

2. Assembly load 

A PEMFC stack achieves effective sealing and close contact between 
single cells through various assembly load holding devices. The assem-
bly load and its distribution are two key factors affecting the output 
characteristics of the PEMFC stack. The stack maintains its compression 

Fig. 2. MEA structure.  

Fig. 3. PEMFC stack assembly (Ruhlamat Automation Technologies (Suzhou) 
Co., Ltd). 

Fig. 4. Dimensional error of BPP [28].  



state through the assembly load. Under the assembly load, the compo-
nents inside the stack produce stress owing to the assembly load [41]. 
The assembly load can be achieved by a point load, line load, or surface 
load [42]. Among them, the point load design has been studied most 
widely [34,43,44]. In this design, the bolt arrangement and assembly 
load are considered to be the most important factors affecting the uni-
formity of the pressure distribution in the fuel cell assembly [45,46]. 
Usually, The bolts arranged at the edge of the EP are easy to make the 
sealing ring around the flow field bear more load [47] (Fig. 5). The as-
sembly load causes uneven compression of the GDL, thereby altering its 
porosity and gas permeability [48]. Studies show that the output char-
acteristics of a PEMFC stack are closely related to the assembly load 
[49]. Therefore, the assembly force mainly affects the CR between the 
GDL and the BPP. A reasonable contact pressure distribution can 
improve the thermal conductivity by affecting the CR, and thereby 
improve the power of the fuel cell. It has been reported that the CR is a 
function of the assembly force, and most of the total power loss of fuel 
cells is caused by the CR between the BPP and the GDL [50]. The 
structure of the BPP and the force applied during assembly greatly in-
fluence the performance and lifetime of PEMFCs. Owing to the limita-
tions of the manufacturing process, the height of the flow channel of the 
BPP cannot be ensured to be uniform. Therefore, when the BPP contacts 
the GDL, an uneven compression load is generated owing to the height 
difference of the land (rib). Owing to the extrusion of land, GDL area 
under land bears more assembly load than the GDL area under the 
channel [51]. The uneven stress of the GDL significantly influences the 
porosity, conductivity, and ICR, thus causing an accumulation of liquid 
water [52] (Fig. 6). The uneven distribution of contact pressure on the 
MEA results in an uneven distribution of current density and heating, 
which may cause hot spots in the MEA, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, the 
design of the assembly force is the first problem to be solved in the as-
sembly technique. The assembly force should be maintained within a 
reasonable range [53]. If the assembly force exceeds a certain upper 
limit, the mechanical stress increases, which may also lead to the 
damage of the GDL, PEM, and cracking of brittle parts [54]. Similarly, an 
assembly force below the lower limit causes a series of problems such as 
leakage [55]. Fig. 8 summarises the factors that affect the assembly load 
and the reflection of the assembly load on the stack components. Table 1 
summarises the problems caused by an unreasonable assembly load. 
This section summarises the research on assembly load from three as-
pects: the influence of assembly on fuel cell components and perfor-
mance, and the distribution of assembly load. 

2.1. Effect of assembly load on PEMFC stack components 

Assembly load has a significant impact on the performance and 
durability of the PEMFC stack. The main components of PEMFCs are 
PEMs, CLs, GDLs, BPPs, gaskets, and EPs. First, the influence of assembly 
load on the main PEMFC components is reviewed. 

2.1.1. Assembly effect on PEM 
The PEM is a key component of PEMFCs, which can separate 

hydrogen gas and oxidant gas, and transport hydrogen ions and water at 
the same time. The PEM only allows the protons generated by the anode 
to pass through, while blocking the electrons generated by the anode 
from passing through the membrane, thereby forcing the electrons to 
pass through the external circuit to reach the cathode. The PEM must 
have excellent chemical properties, mechanical ductility, water ab-
sorption, and proton conductivity [59]. In general, the material forming 
a PEM is a type of polymer. The properties of the membrane determine 
the main technical characteristics of the fuel cell structure and opera-
tion. Solasi et al. [67] studied the hydration and dehydration processes 
of a PEM under the assembly force through numerical simulations. They 
found that water absorption or dehydration of the membrane would 
make the PEM further expand or contract under the original assembly 
load. They discussed PEM failure modes by establishing a durability 
model of the PEM. The hydration and dehydration cycles produce Fig. 5. Pressure distribution of point load [47].  

Fig. 6. Accumulation of liquid water (bright spots) [52].  

Fig. 7. Pressure distribution of membrane electrode assembly (15-cell 
stack) [47]. 



significant stress in the membrane when the fuel cell bears the assembly 
load. In extreme cases, it causes pinholes in the membrane, which lead to 
material degradation. Therefore, the study of mechanical stress on the 
PEM can help to gain a deeper understanding of the action and mech-
anism of assembly load. 

De et al. [57] studied the pressure distribution of a 3 kW fuel cell 
stack with a nominal bolt torque of 20 psi. The pressure distribution on 
the membrane was obtained by numerical simulation, and the safety 

stress threshold of the membrane under the nominal torque was ob-
tained. When the stress is within the safe threshold, even if the moisture 
content of the membrane is in the extreme state, it will not cause irre-
coverable deformation on the membrane. A pressure film was placed on 
both sides of the PEM to verify the simulation results. The results show 
that the stress of the membrane is mainly concentrated on the edge (as 
shown in Fig. 9). When the assembly force increased, the stress on the 
membrane increased along the axial direction, and the stress concen-
tration generally does not appear in the central area. The conclusion 
emphasises the importance of using a semi-rigid gasket to protect the 
MEA in a practical assembly. In the design of fuel cell components, 
special consideration shall be given to the gas inlet and outlet areas and 
the contact area between the MEA and BPP to avoid stress concentra-
tion. Bograchev et al. [58] established a linear elastic–plastic 
two-dimensional model considering the main components of a fuel cell. 
The actual loading process of the bolt was simulated, and the stress 
distribution on the MEA was analysed. The developed model can help to 
better understand the local and global stress distribution of the MEA in 
the assembly process. Locally, the stress distribution is uneven under an 

Fig. 8. Effects of assembly load on PEMFC stack components.  

Table 1 
Effect of assembly load on PEMFC stack components.  

Component Effects (high assembly 
load) 

Effects (low assembly load) Reference 

PEM  • Developing 
mechanical strain;  

• Contribute to 
hydration/ 
dehydration strain;  

• Buckling or 
delamination of 
PEM;  

• Pinhole/cracks.  

• Improve the porosity and 
wettability;  

• Reduce some of the high 
stress spots onto the rest of 
the MEA during stack 
compression. 

[54, 
56–67] 

CL  • Decrease the mass 
transfer rate.  

• Increase the water and 
reactant gases transfer. 

[36, 
68–79] 

GDL  • Decrease in 
porosity and 
permeability;  

• Reduce the ICR of 
GDL;  

• Improve the bulk 
conductivity;  

• Higher mass over- 
potential; 

•Lower electrical and 
thermal resistance in 
GDL.  

• Increase in porosity and 
permeability;  

• Improve the gas transfer;  
• Higher ICR;  
• Reduce the bulk 

conductivity; 

[80–100] 

BPP  • Block gas diffusion;  
• Blockage of liquid 

water.  

• Higher ICR between GDL 
and BPP;  

• Gas leakage;  
• Faster gas flow. 

[90, 
101–116] 

Gasket  • Material 
degradation;  

• Thickness 
reduction.  

• Gas leakage. [55, 
117–122] 

EP  • Poor load 
distribution;  

• Larger deflection.  

• Better load distribution;  
• Smaller deflection. 

[42, 
123–128]  

Fig. 9. Experimental results of pressure film: (a) cathode side, (b) anode 
side [57]. 



independent channel. From the global perspective, this type of in-
homogeneity is periodic. Similarly, their research also confirmed that 
there is a large non-uniform stress on the contact surface between the 
membrane and the sealing joint. The non-uniform stress is mainly 
caused by the difference in stiffness between the membrane and the 
gasket, and it is related to the structure of the gasket. The results showed 
that when the applied assembly load was more than 1 MPa, the plastic 
deformation of the membrane began. 

In fact, the influence of mechanical stress produced by assembly on a 
PEM is complex, which is a comprehensive effect of multiple stresses 
superimposed on each other. In the actual operation of a fuel cell, the 
membrane stress changes owing to the expansion of water absorption 
and temperature fluctuation [62]. In the process of membrane expan-
sion, owing to the uneven distribution of assembly load, membrane 
cracking or pinhole formation may occur at points of locally high stress. 
This causes cross-leakage of the reaction gas, thus reducing the output 
power of the stack and ultimately leading to a failure of the hole stack 
[64]. Because the water absorption and temperature change of the fuel 
cell are dynamic, the highest stress on the membrane is also changing. 
Although a high assembly load may lead to buckling of the whole MEA, 
it is generally considered that the CL and GDL have sufficient strength to 
ensure the flatness of the membrane. It is very difficult to measure the 
local stress on the membrane due to membrane buckling caused by 
changes in the temperature and water content of the membrane [65]. 
This is the superposition of the internal chemical effect and mechanical 
effect caused by assembly that leads to failure of the membrane [66]. 

Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the influence of assembly load on 
PEM alone. There are two reasons: first, the change of water content and 
temperature of PEM will produce mechanical stress on PEM, which will 
offset the assembly load to a certain extent. Second, when the fuel cell is 
working, the mechanical stress generated on the PEM is in the process of 
dynamic fluctuation, which is difficult to measure. 

2.1.2. Assembly effect on CL 
The CL is where the electrochemical reaction occurs. At present, 

platinum (with ionomers) is widely used as a catalyst for the electro-
chemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen in PEMFCs, and carbon is 
used as a catalyst carrier [75]. To improve the efficiency of the reaction 
and the performance of the PEMFC stack, it is necessary to maximise the 
contact between the reaction gas and the CL. At the same time, the CL 
also needs good mechanical properties to avoid crushing due to the 
excessive assembly load [76]. In general, there is an MPL composed of 
carbon and hydrophobic adhesive on the contact side of the GDL and CL, 
whereas the GDL is generally a carbon fibre paper or carbon cloth with a 
network structure [77]. Under the joint action of the GDL and MPL, the 
contact side of the GDL and CL easily produces a high stress point caused 
by the assembly force [78]. When the stack bears an excessive assembly 
load, it a large stress is produced on the CL and MPL. 

Malekian et al. [78] investigated the effect of compression on the 
deformation of the CL. Two key values (2 MPa and 5 MPa) of CL load 
were obtained by compression tests on five different CL samples. The 
results show that when the load on the CL is less than 2 MPa, elastic 
deformation of the CL occurs. Even after 12 cycles of loading, the 
deformation of the CL remains linear without plastic deformation. 
However, when the load is more than 5 MPa, plastic deformation and 
work hardening begin to appear in the CL. Under cyclic compression, the 
plastic deformation was more obvious, indicating that the microstruc-
ture of the CL changed. In their next study, using the effective medium 
theory, a CL compression analysis model was established to simulate the 
impact of compression on CL characteristics [69]. 

The pore size distribution (PSD) and porosity of the CL are the two 
main indices to describe the microstructure of the CL [70]. Malekian 
et al. [71] analysed the change in pore size distribution and porosity of 
the CL under compression to explain the microscale effect of the as-
sembly load on the CL. They used the geometric model in their previous 
work [69] to simulate the random distribution of the CL pore size. The 

effects of compression on four different CLs were studied, and the 
simulation results were compared with previous experimental data. The 
results show that the change in pore size is a function of compression and 
is related to the initial porosity, PSD, and material properties of the CL. 
The pore size of the four types of CL decreased by 20%–50% when the CL 
was loaded with 5 MPa. This change should be considered when 
studying the mass transfer characteristics of the CL under an assembly 
load. The results also show that when a CL is compressed, the number of 
large pores decreases and the number of small pores increases. 

More work in the future may focus on the specific components of CL. 
That is, whether CL with different formulations still has good mechan-
ical stability under assembly load, especially in long-term test. 

2.1.3. Assembly effect on GDL 
The GDL is made of conductive porous materials with high porosity. 

The substrate is usually graphitized carbon paper or carbon cloth, and 
the surface is coated with polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which ex-
hibits hydrophobicity. The GDL requires a certain mechanical strength 
to support the CL and prevent crushing due to the assembly load. At the 
same time, it has a larger porosity and hydrophobicity, such that the 
reaction gas and water can pass through the diffusion layer in time [96]. 
The characteristic parameters of the GDL, such as porosity and perme-
ability, affect the rate of the electrochemical reaction, and thus influence 
the output characteristics of the PEMFC stack [97]. 

Owing to the soft and brittle structure of the graphite fibre, the GDL 
can easily be deformed or damaged by the BPP when the stack receives 
the assembly load. The GDL has two compression states under an as-
sembly load. As shown in Fig. 10: (1) under the land (rib), when the GDL 
is loaded, the GDL fibre is squeezed and deformed; therefore, the 
porosity under the land decreases, which slows down the diffusion of gas 
to the CL, and causes the accumulation of liquid water; (2) under the 
channel, the GDL is essentially not compressed, and the flow of reaction 
gas and water is principally unaffected. However, the GDL on both sides 
is squeezed by the BPP, which leads to the GDL fibre invading the flow 
channel. Therefore, the geometry of the BPP must be considered when 
studying the effect of the assembly load on the GDL. When the assembly 
load is excessive, the contact surface of the land and channel produces a 
large shear force on the GDL, which causes damage [98]. Because of the 
complex fibre structure, it is difficult to study the effect of compression 
on the GDL. The different lengths, thicknesses, and directions of the fi-
bres cause different degrees of deformation under compression. It is 
possible that plastic deformation occurs in some regions when elastic 
deformation occurs in most areas of the GDL. The generation of me-
chanical failure is related to the direction of the fibre, the force of nearby 
fibres, and the structure of the BPP [99]. 

Gaiselmann et al. [88] further confirmed the two types of GDL 
deformation mentioned above by generating three-dimensional (3D) 
analogue images of a GDL under various degrees of compression. They 
introduced a parametric model to describe the microstructure of fibre 
materials in a GDL under compression. The model can generate images 
of the GDL under different compression ratios (as shown in Fig. 11), 
which helps to better understand the uneven pressure distribution of the 
GDL under BPP compression. The model is verified by comparing the 
microstructure characteristics of simulated compression with those of 
real compression. As the BPP is composed of a series of lands and flow 
channels, this structure produces an uneven assembly load distribution 
on the GDL, which is a notable feature of PEMFC assembly. This type of 
uneven load distribution affects the mass transfer characteristics under 
lands and flow channels, and the mass transfer may be different between 
them by up to a factor of two [89]. 

The uneven assembly load distribution on the GDL also affects the 
temperature distribution. Owing to the non-uniform compression of the 
GDL, the thermal contact resistance of the interface between the GDL 
and BPP is different. The contact resistance under the channel increases 
the heat loss, such that the reaction rate under the channel changes 
significantly. The contact resistance of the contact interface under the 



Fig. 10. Two forms of GDL deformation [48].  

Fig. 11. Three-dimensional simulation image of GDL with different compression ratio. The yellow (red) marked fibres are located underneath the land (channel) 
[88]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 12. GDL stress–strain curves [83,84].  



land is low, such that the heat generation is low and the temperature is 
low. The heat generated in the electrode under the channel flows 
laterally and enters the GDL region under the land, which results in a 
significant temperature gradient in the cell [100]. This temperature 
gradient is significant for the design of fuel cells. The high-temperature 
area affects the performance of the material, causes material decay, and 
reduces the lifetime. Therefore, the temperature distribution should be 
as uniform as possible to improve the performance of the entire stack 
[82]. 

Nitta et al. [83] studied the relationship between stress and strain of 
the GDL. When the stress increases from 0 to 5.5 MPa, the stress–strain 
curve of the GDL presents a nonlinear region and two linear regions, as 
shown in Fig. 12 (a). It can be concluded that the mechanical property of 
the GDL is a function of the assembly load. Further stress–strain curve 
analysis was carried out by Ismail et al. [84]. The stress–strain curve in 
Fig. 12 (b) is similar to that in Ref. [83], that is, the stress–strain curve of 
the GDL is composed of two linear regions and one nonlinear region. 
When the stress increases from 0 to 0.01 MPa, the strain increases lin-
early with the increase in stress. Owing to the fluffy structure of the GDL, 
in the initial stage of applying an assembly load, the GDL has elastic 
deformation, which plays a buffering role. When the stress is further 
increased to approximately 1 MPa, the strain increases nonlinearly with 
the increase in stress, and the gradient is small. This indicates that plastic 
deformation of the GDL material begins, which can be explained by the 
increase in the contact area between the GDL material and BPP, and the 
decrease in the pore size of the GDL [85]. With a further increase in 
stress, the stress–strain curve enters the second linear region. Relevant 
research also showed that the stiffness of the GDL increased with the 
increase in PTFE content. This is because the porosity of the carbon 
carrier is reduced, and PTFE is more closely bonded. In addition, the 
MPL on the contact side of the GDL and CL can also significantly improve 
the stiffness of the GDL [108]. In fact, there will be a ring of gaskets 
around the GDL. Therefore, when the assembly load is applied to the 
GDL, the stiffness and deformation of the gasket should be considered in 
the deformation of the GDL. In the actual assembly process, the strain on 
the GDL is controlled by the initial thickness and compressibility of the 
gasket [87]. 

After a certain degree of compression, the porosity of GDL material 
decreases. On the other hand, compression makes the fiber connection of 
GDL more compact, which is the reason for the reduction of contact 
resistance. However, extreme compression of GDL will lead to fiber 
fracture and GDL crack [104,129–132]. As shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 (a) 
shows the intact GDL surface under the digital camera. Fig. 13 (b) shows 
the cracked GDL surface under the digital camera. Fig. 13 (c) shows the 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of GDL after over compres-
sion. The crack of GDL fiber can be clearly seen from the SEM image. 
Kim et al. [133] studied the effect of cracked GDL on the performance of 
fuel cell, and pointed out that the cracked GDL had an effect on the 
concentration loss of PEMFC performance. It is pointed out that the 

narrower the flow channel, the greater the performance loss. This was 
further confirmed in the study of Chen et al. [25]. Chen et al. [25] 
pointed out that the over compression of GDL greatly increased the mass 
transfer resistance. After gradually applying 2Nm, 4Nm and 7Nm torque 
to the fuel cell stack, a clearer microscopic image of GDL crack was 
observed. As shown in Fig. 14. The effect of GDL crack on concentration 
loss is more obvious in the polarization curve, which will be discussed 
later. 

Porosity is an important parameter of GDL. The porosity of the GDL 
affects the transport process of gas and water, which is closely related to 
the output characteristics of the fuel cells. When subjected to an as-
sembly load, the GDL and BPP are compressed, and the intrusion phe-
nomenon mentioned above occurs. Not only does the contact resistance 
change, but so do the porosity and permeability [134,135]. The GDL 
should have appropriate porosity and permeability to guide the reaction 
gas to the CL, as well as to effectively transport the water generated at 
the CL. When the GDL is compressed, the conductivity increases and the 
porosity decreases, which hinders the transport of the reaction gas in the 
GDL. The blocking effect is more obvious when the cathode gas is air 
[136]. The gradual distribution of PTFE in the GDL is usually used to 
improve the interaction between conductivity and porosity [137]. This 
type of GDL with a porosity gradient can reduce the water content near 
the BPP side, avoid flooding, and maintain a certain humidity on the CL 
side [138,139]. 

Chien et al. [140] pointed out that the compression ratio of the GDL 
and the rate of channel intrusion increased linearly with an increase in 
the assembly load. The results show that the average porosity decreases 
linearly, and the contact resistance decreases nonlinearly. The combined 
effect of porosity and contact resistance should be fully considered in 
designing the optimum assembly load. Chi et al. [81] proposed a 
non-uniform compression model that more closely approximates a real 
assembly. The results show that a larger compression ratio results in a 
smaller the pore size of the GDL. A smaller pore size can increase the 
cross-sectional area of charge transfer and reduce the high-frequency 
resistance and ohmic polarization, but a small pore size is not condu-
cive to the discharge of liquid water. Under a high compression ratio, the 
current density distribution is uneven, and the current density in the 
downstream decreases significantly, owing to flooding caused by high 
saturation. Fuel cells sometimes start up at temperatures below 0 ◦C. 
Existing studies have shown that high porosity is not conducive to the 
complete discharge of water through purging [137]. The freezing of 
water causes the membrane structure to be destroyed. Therefore, the 
porosity of the GDL should be reasonable. Generally, a porosity of 
approximately 0.6 is conducive to improved performance [137]. In 
addition, for inhomogeneous compression, the porosity distribution 
under the channel is slightly different from that of the GDL prior to 
compression [141]. It is worth noting that temperature and humidity 
changes during fuel cell operation may lead to the uneven deformation 
of the GDL and the expansion of the membrane [56,92]. The 

Fig. 13. (a) Intact GDL surface under the digital camera (b) cracked GDL surface under the digital camera [133] (c) SEM image of GDL after over compression [129].  



redistribution of contact pressure also affects changes in porosity, which 
should be fully considered when the assembly load is applied. 

Under the assembly load, GDL intrusion occurs, the thickness of GDL 
decreases and the porosity decreases. It is worth noting that under the 
action of assembly load, the effects of GDL intrusion, GDL porosity and 
GDL thickness are interrelated. Therefore, it is important to pay atten-
tion to the simultaneous impact of the three factors. Toghyani et al. 
[142] systematically studied the simultaneous effects of GDL intrusion, 
GDL porosity and GDL thickness on the overall performance of fuel cells 
by using finite element analysis and computational fluid dynamics. The 
authors pointed out that the assembly load will reduce the porosity and 
thickness of GDL. Under assembly load, GDL intrusion will reduce the 
performance of fuel cell. However, the decrease of GDL thickness and 
GDL porosity has little effect on the performance of fuel cell. The 
porosity of GDL decreases, the gas transmission is blocked, and the 
performance of fuel cell decreases. 

GDL has always been the research focus in the assembly process. 

Under the assembly load, on the one hand, the contact resistance is 
improved, on the other hand, the porosity is reduced. The best fuel cell 
performance requires a compromise between these two effects. In recent 
years, the research on GDL under assembly load has also focused on this 
problem. However, the compressibility of GDL is largely limited to 
gaskets. At the same time, in the actual working process of fuel cell, icing 
will cause irreversible damage to the fibre structure of GDL. Therefore, 
future research needs to pay more attention to the relationship between 
GDL and gasket under assembly load. In order to obtain a good GDL 
assembly state, the thickness and material of the gasket must be 
comprehensively designed. At the same time, how to reduce the influ-
ence of icing on GDL and keep it in the best compression state is worthy 
of in-depth study. 

2.1.4. Assembly effect on BPP 
The BPP collects the current generated by the electrochemical re-

action, isolates hydrogen and air, and transports hydrogen to the anode 
and air to the cathode. Each BPP in the stack is related to two single cells. 
One side of the BPP is the anode plate of a single cell, and the other side 
is the cathode plate of the adjacent cell. The middle cavity of the two 
plates is the coolant channel. Both sides of the BPP are processed into the 
flow channel of the reaction gas. There are many structural forms of the 
flow channel, and the process of transferring the assembly load depends 
on the structural form. 

The strength of the BPP is remarkably high, and the assembly load 
does not cause mechanical damage in general. The influence of the as-
sembly load on the BPP mainly concerns the gas flow in the flow channel 
and the ICR between the BPP and GDL [111]. The intrusion of the GDL 
into the flow channel under an assembly load reduces the effective 
cross-sectional area of the flow channel, which affects the gas flow. 
Regardless of the particular structure of the flow channel, the assembly 
load increases the depth of the GDL into the flow channel, thereby 
increasing the gas flow rate [90]. Fig. 15 depicts the velocity vector plot 
at the centre line of the channel under different assembly loads (GDL 
intrusion depth). It can be seen that the initial gas velocity has a linear 
relationship with the assembly load. In the subsequent flow process, the 
gas velocity shows parabolic acceleration. Research on BPP compression 
proved that the ICR between the BPP and GDL is determined by the size 
and distribution of the assembly load, and the minimum contact resis-
tance can be obtained by a constant and uniform pressure distribution. 
The ICR varies nonlinearly with the assembly load [112,113], as shown 
in Fig. 16. In the initial stage of compression, the ICR decreases rapidly 
with the assembly load. Then, with further increases in the assembly 
load, the ICR changes more slowly. This is because in the initial stage of 
compression, the assembly load is small, and the contact between the 
BPP and GDL is characterised by point contact between rough surfaces. 
Therefore, the ICR is very high and decreases rapidly with the increase in 
assembly force [109,112,114]. Zhou et al. [109] analysed the effect of 
the assembly load on the ICR between the BPP and GDL. A finite element 
model (FEM) of the ICR was established to analyse the contact resistance 
under different land widths and assembly loads. The results showed that 
for graphite BPPs, increasing the assembly force and land width can 
reduce the ICR. For stainless steel BPPs, there is an optimum land width 
to obtain a lower ICR and higher porosity. 

Manufacturing errors and the geometric structure of the BPP channel 
also have some influence on the assembly. Based on the current 
manufacturing techniques and assembly level, there are three main 
types of BPP errors: (1) dimensional error of channel height change, 
which is mainly related to manufacturing technique; (2) shape error, 
which is related to the residual stress in the stamping process and 
thermal stress in the welding process [98,102,115,116]; and (3) as-
sembly error, which is determined by the assembly process and related 
to the assembly mechanism. These common errors will further increase 
both the difficulty and cost of assembly. Three common errors are shown 
in Fig. 17. Peng et al. [103] studied the influence of these three types of 
errors on the fuel cell stack performance. The geometry of the BPP 

Fig. 14. Microscope image of GDL after compression: (a) 2Nm, (b) 4Nm and (c) 
7Nm [25]. 



channel also affects the distribution of the assembly load to a certain 
extent. The geometry of the channel is usually trapezoidal or rectan-
gular, which causes stress concentration at the inflexion point of the 
fillet. Under the assembly load, the contact stress at the fillet is more 
than twice that at the channel [104], and the stress increases signifi-
cantly with the decrease in the fillet radius [104,105]. This causes more 
physical damage to the MEA in contact with the fillet, thus affecting its 
chemical properties. Nitta et al. [106] proved that the local stress causes 
local changes in mass transfer and charge transfer, and has a significant 
effect on the current density distribution. This phenomenon is explained 
theoretically using a model [107]. The local stress at the fillet may 
damage the physical structure of the CL, as shown in Fig. 18. 

In addition, the influence of assembly load on the performance of 
fuel cell is related to the geometry of flow channel. The three common 
channel types are serpentine, parallel and interdigital channels. As 
shown in Fig. 19. According to different working conditions and channel 
types, the optimal assembly load of fuel cell stack is analysed. Li et al. 

[143] established a three-dimensional and two-phase flow mathemat-
ical model to study the effect of GDL intrusion on the performance of fuel 
cells with interdigital flow channel. It is pointed out that for interdigital 
flow channel, the performance of fuel cell has been greatly improved 
with the increase of assembly load. But at the same time, the gas pres-
sure drop in the channel also increases significantly. On the premise of 
ensuring the air tightness, the authors suggest that the assembly load of 
fuel cells with interdigital flow channel should be as small as possible to 
reduce parasitic loss. Li et al. [144] used the finite element method to 
study the effect of the invasion of GDL on the performance of the fuel cell 
with serpentine flow channel. The results show that for the fuel cell with 
serpentine flow channel, the performance of the fuel cell first increases 
and then decreases with the increase of assembly load from 0 MPa to 5.0 
MPa. The authors suggest that for fuel cells with serpentine flow chan-
nel, the assembly load should be kept in the appropriate range of 0.5 
MPa–1.5 MPa in order to improve the output power of fuel cells. Son 
et al. [145] pointed out that at low current density, the performance of 
PEMFC with serpentine and parallel channels is mainly affected by 
contact resistance. At high current density, PEMFC with serpentine and 
parallel channels have the best performance at assembly load of 0.25 
MPa and 0.5 MPa. For interdigital channels, higher assembly load and 
lower contact resistance are the main factors determining the current 
density. When using interdigital channel, the pressure drop change 
caused by assembly load should be considered. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the assembly load should be determined according to the 
working voltage of the fuel cell and the geometry type of flow channel. 

The good contact between BPP and GDL can effectively reduce the 
contact resistance, which is related to the type of BPP, coating and 
channel geometry. However, in fact, how to reduce the manufacturing 
error of BPP and improve the machining accuracy seems to be worthier 
of in-depth study. 

2.1.5. Assembly effect on gasket 
In order to achieve good sealing between adjacent BPPs or between 

the BPP and the current collector, it is necessary to place sealing rings/ 
gaskets between adjacent components. To avoid the leakage of the re-
action gas, the sealing material must be compressed to a certain extent. 

Fig. 15. Gas flow in the flow channel [90].  

Fig. 16. Interface contact resistance and assembly load curve.  



The gasket is located in the sealing groove of the BPP, and its thickness is 
greater than the height of the BPP channel; therefore, it is the first 
component to be pressed in the assembly process. For the sealing per-
formance of the stack, the design requirements of the assembly load are 
to ensure that there is no gas leakage inside the stack, and that the stress 

on the sealing gasket after the assembly load is applied is less than the 
yield limit of the material. Sealing determines the minimum assembly 
load [117]. As shown in Fig. 20, the sealing gasket is placed in the 
sealing groove of the BPP. The gasket contacts both the MEA and BPP. 
Under the action of gas pressure, the seal has the tendency to slide, and 
under the action of assembly load, the friction between the seal and the 
contact surface can prevent the sliding, so as to prevent the internal gas 
leakage of the fuel cell. 

The durability of the fuel cell sealing ring is important to the sealing 
performance. Tan et al. [118] tested the aging mechanism of silicone 
rubber gaskets under an assembly load. A fixed assembly load was 
applied to the rubber sample, and its long-term degradation at 60 and 
80 ◦C was observed by optical microscopy. The results showed that the 
higher the working temperature of the gasket, the faster its degradation. 
In addition, mechanical compression accelerated the degradation. Based 
on micro-images of gasket degradation, related works [119,120] also 
confirmed that the initial characteristic of aging is an increase in surface 
roughness. Over time, the surface of the sample hardens, Young’s 
modulus of elasticity increases, and plastic deformation occurs [121]. 
Harsh working conditions eventually crack the silicone rubber. In a 
three-year durability test [122], it was observed that the thickness of the 
silicone rubber gasket decreased by approximately 25 μm, and the 
degradation of the gasket on the edge of the active zone was so signif-
icant that the silicone particles from the gasket were also observed on 
the surface of the gas diffusion layer. This leads to an increase in the GDL 
load and reactant transfer resistance. Therefore, the chemical 

Fig. 17. Error types of BPP: (a) ideal assembly state, (b) dimensional error, (c) shape error, (d) assembly error.  

Fig. 18. Surface images of CCM under the channel [146].  

Fig. 19. Three geometry type of flow channel: (a) serpentine, (b) parallel, (c) interdigital.  



degradation and mechanical compression of silicone rubber affect the 
mechanical properties of the gasket. Gatto et al. [55] tested the effect of 
several common seal ring materials on the performance of fuel cells 
under an assembly load. The results show that different sealing ring 
materials cause different degrees of deformation of the GDL under the 
same assembly load, and then alter the characteristics of the fuel cell. 
This was also confirmed in Refs. [91,93]. For the test stack, the optimum 
assembly torque of a nitrite butadiene rubber (NBR) and expanded PTFE 
seal ring is 11 Nm, whereas the assembly torque of PTFE is 9 Nm. The 
calculation of the optimal assembly load includes the material properties 
of the seal ring, which should be considered in the design. In the future 
research, the influence of different methods for applying the gasket 
(injection molding, screen printing, dispensing or as separate piece) on 
assembly should be considered. 

Through relevant literature research, it can be concluded that the 
influence of assembly load on the gasket is mainly reflected in three 
aspects: 1) the thickness of the gasket is thinner in the long-term test, 
which may have an adverse impact on the air tightness of fuel cell and 
lead to over compression of GDL; 2) The gasket is the key factor to 
control the assembly load applied to GDL. In order to obtain the ideal 
GDL compression state, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the 

initial thickness and material selection of the gasket; 3) Higher assembly 
load and working temperature will accelerate the aging of the gasket. 
The aging of the gasket starts from the increase of roughness until cracks 
appear. Substances released after aging of gasket can cause CL 
poisoning. Therefore, the selection of materials with high stability is an 
important factor to improve the durability of gaskets. 

2.1.6. Assembly effect on EP 
The EP of the fuel cell can operate in conjunction with a fastener to 

provide an appropriate assembly load for the stack and control the in-
ternal contact pressure distribution. Its mechanical characteristics have 
an important impact on the overall performance of the fuel cell stack. 
The required EP characteristics for good performance include sufficient 
strength and rigidity, small volume, light weight, and ease of processing. 

The influence of the assembly load on the EP mainly relates to the 
deflection of the EP [42]. Deflection is the results caused by thickness 
and assembly load. Asghari et al. [123] established an FEM to study the 
influence of the EP thickness on the deflection of the EP and the as-
sembly load distribution. Considering the cost of the EP design, the 
reference value of the optimal EP thickness is given. The finite element 
analysis showed that the four corners of the EP would be deformed 

Fig. 20. Mechanical behaviour of gasket.  

Fig. 21. (a) EP deformation; effect of EP thickness on (b) maximum EP displacement, (c) maximum. BPP displacement, and (d) maximum principal stress in 
BPP [123]. 



inward and the centre of the EP would move outward under an assembly 
load (as shown in Fig. 21 (a)). Therefore, if the deflection of the EP 
exceeded the allowable value, it would generate an uneven assembly 
load on MEA and reduce the performance of the fuel cell. Fig. 21 (b)–(d) 
show the relationship between the maximum displacement of EP and 
BPP, the maximum principal stress in the BPP, and the EP thickness. It 
can be seen that the thicker the EP, the smaller the deformation of EP 
and BPP, and the more uniform the load distribution. It is worth noting 
that in addition to the thickness, the structure of the EP also affects the 
deformation. Lin et al. [42] proposed a multi-objective topology opti-
misation model for fuel cell EPs. The light weight of the EP is realised 
and the optimal material distribution is obtained. At the same time, the 
optimised EP makes the distribution of the assembly load more uniform, 
which is also convenient for manufacturing. A similar method has been 
applied to the EP of a fuel cell assembled by a steel strap [125]. Yu et al. 
[126] proposed a composite sandwich EP made of composite carbon 
fibre material and composite glass fibre material. The EP has some 
pre-deformation to obtain a more uniform assembly load distribution. 
The strength of the EP is comparable to that of a traditional metal EP, 
while achieving weight reduction. Certain EP design methods have also 
been proposed to reduce the deformation of the EP and make the as-
sembly load distribution more uniform [127,128]. 

The conclusions about EP seem to be: 1) The design of EP should 
maintain good stiffness and achieve lightweight as much as possible; 2) 
Exploration of more new processes, such as integrated EP integrating the 
functions of current collector and insulation plate; 3) The appearance of 
more ingenious assembly mechanisms will change the structure and 
processing mode of the original EP. 

In conclusion, although there have been many meaningful studies on 
the influence of assembly load on fuel cell components. However, there 
are also some problems that need further investigation: 1) under 
different application scenarios and working modes, additional stresses 
are generated in the fuel cell, such as stresses caused by low temperature 
start-up, vibration, etc. Therefore, future assembly research should 
consider more application scenarios and working modes; 2) The aging of 
fuel cell components is inevitable. In the long-term test process, more 
work is needed to study whether and how to maintain the good assembly 
state of each component. 

2.2. Effect of assembly load on PEMFC stack performance 

Some key parameters of the fuel cell, such as contact resistance, 
porosity, and gas permeability, are also affected by the assembly load. It 
is worth noting that the changes in these parameters are closely related 
to the interaction between fuel cell components, and particularly the 
interface contact area between the BPP and GDL. Therefore, this part of 
the review is mainly focussed on fuel cell performance parameters to 
clarify the impact of the assembly load. Changes in performance pa-
rameters affect the transmission of reactants and water and the con-
duction of electrons, and thereby affect the speed and efficiency of the 
electrochemical reaction and change the fuel cell output characteristics. 
Table 2 summarises the relevant studies on stack performance 
parameters. 

According to the current research, the effects of assembly load on 
water transportation, contact resistance and thermal contact resistance 
of fuel cell can be clearly evaluated. However, it is difficult to judge the 
best assembly load according to a certain index in practical application. 
Therefore, the polarization curve is recommended to evaluate the per-
formance of fuel cells under different assembly loads. 

2.2.1. Assembly effect on contact resistance 
Reducing the contact resistance can reduce the ohmic loss of fuel 

cells and prevent the generation of excessive waste heat. Relevant 
studies show that contact resistance accounts for half of the ohmic loss 
[147]. In addition to the conversion of hydrogen energy into electric 
energy through an electrochemical reaction, the remainder of the 

hydrogen energy is converted into heat through mass transfer and ohmic 
loss. Therefore, the contact resistance should be reduced as much as 
possible to reduce heat generation. It has been pointed out that the 
majority of the contact resistance occurs at the contact interface be-
tween the GDL and BPP. With an increase in the assembly load, the 
contact area of the BPP and GDL increases, and the contact resistance 
decreases. This is the perspective of current research. The decrease in 
contact resistance and the increase in contact area further affects the 
thermal conductivity, which is particularly important for the thermal 
management of fuel cells. 

Increasing the assembly load can effectively reduce the contact 
resistance, but excessive interfacial pressure may hinder the transfer of 
reactants and water discharge, and thus it cannot ensure the improve-
ment of fuel cell performance [148,149]. In order to reduce the contact 
resistance, Zhou et al. [150] studied the influence of pressure distribu-
tion uniformity on the contact resistance under a certain assembly load. 
They pointed out that when a dimensional error, as shown in Fig. 17, is 
produced, the contact resistance increases linearly with the accumula-
tion of separation zones. The contact resistance can be reduced by 30% 
by improving the pressure distribution. Moreover, chemical treatment of 
the BPP surface to control the microscale irregularities is also helpful in 
reducing the contact resistance [151–154]. This is more important for 
metal BPPs. Usually, the graphite BPP has lower contact resistance but 
higher bulk resistance. The contact area between the BPP and GDL must 
be increased to reduce the resistance to electron conduction, as shown in 
Fig. 22. Relevant research shows that 59% of the total power loss is 
caused by contact resistance [51]. It is noteworthy that coating an MPL 
on a GDL is also an effective method to reduce surface roughness [26]. 
Lai et al. [30] pointed out that the contact between the BPP and GDL is 
the result of coupled mechanical and electrical behaviours. Therefore, 
an electromechanical FEM was proposed to predict the contact resis-
tance, which solved the limitations of the traditional FEM. Compared 
with previous methods [109], this method can improve the accuracy of 
contact resistance prediction and better reflect the electrical behaviour 
of the contact interface. Moreover, it was found that there is an optimal 
BPP fillet of 0.6 mm from the perspective of contact resistance optimi-
sation. Mason et al. [129] proposed an in-situ analysis method based on 
GDL compression displacement and contact resistance. The relationship 
between the assembly load, compression displacement, and contact 

Table 2 
Effect of assembly load on PEMFC stack performance.  

Parameter Relevant conclusions Reference 

Contact resistance  • Reducing CR can reduce power loss 
and improve fuel cell performance;  

• CR depends on the assembly load, 
surface contact state of BPP and GDL, 
and conductivity and corrosion 
resistance of the coating;  

• Increasing assembly load can increase 
contact surface and reduce CR;  

• CR decreases nonlinearly with 
assembly load. 

[60,109,111,147, 
148,151, 
153–155] 

Water 
transportation  

• Dynamic balance of water transport is 
very important for the performance of 
fuel cells;  

• Different relative humidity and 
current density can affect water 
transport;  

• Liquid water tends to be transported 
to the GDL area below the land. 

[156,159, 
170–177] 

Polarization curve  • Under a certain voltage, the current 
density decreases with the increase of 
assembly load;  

• Assembly load mainly affects 
concentration loss and ohmic loss, but 
has little effect on activation loss. 

[142,178] 

Thermal contact 
resistance  

• Thermal contact resistance of fuel cell 
decreases under assembly load. 

[83,179]  



resistance was studied. The results show that an increase in the assembly 
load leads to a nonlinear decrease in the contact resistance. The inherent 
contact resistance of different types of GDL is related to its thickness and 
material. Qiu et al. [155] proposed a microscopic model to predict the 
contact resistance between the BPP and GDL. The difference between 
the predicted results and the experimental results was less than 10%. 

Although increasing the assembly load can reduce the contact 
resistance, it does not necessarily help to improve the performance of 
fuel cells. Therefore, controlling the surface roughness of BPP in contact 
with GDL is an effective method. 

2.2.2. Assembly effect on water transportation 
Water transport is highly important for the performance of fuel cells. 

Because protons combine with water molecules and migrate from the 
anode to the cathode, it is necessary to maintain a certain water content 
in the membrane to promote proton conduction. Additionally, water 
produced on the cathode side further increases the water content on the 
cathode side, thereby forming a concentration gradient [156,157]. 
Under the action of a concentration gradient, some water diffuses from 
the cathode side to the anode side. Therefore, water transport in fuel 
cells is maintained in dynamic equilibrium [158]. A lack of water con-
tent lead to a dry membrane, which reduces the proton conductivity of 
the PEM. If the water content is too high, the GDL pores become blocked 
and the mass transfer loss increases [159,160]. Therefore, the assembly 

load should be optimised according to the water content of the MEA. 
The problem of water transfer in fuel cells has always been a difficult 

problem, which is usually accompanied by water and heat management 
[161,162]. The material composition of the GDL [163,164], porosity 
[165], material and microstructure of the CL [166,167], the design of 
the BPP flow field [168,169] and the working conditions of the fuel cell 
[161] affect water transport. Therefore, the problem of water trans-
mission under an assembly load is not discussed extensively in this re-
view. For further details on water and heat management, please refer to 
the relevant research. 

Cha et al. [170] studied the influence of the assembly load on the 
water transmission characteristics. The concept of the net drag coeffi-
cient is proposed, and the water transmission characteristics under 
different relative humidity and current densities are compared. As 
shown in Fig. 23 (a), a positive net drag coefficient indicates that the net 
water transport occurs in the direction from the anode to the cathode 
under simultaneous permeation and back diffusion. Fig. 23 (b) shows 
that the net drag coefficient decreases with an increase in the assembly 
load and current density at 40% relative humidity. This is due to the 
increase in osmotic resistance and water back-diffusion [159,171]. In 
addition, the authors point out that the effect of current density on the 
net resistance is more significant at low relative humidity. Under the 
condition of high relative humidity, high assembly load and current 
density may lead to a change in the water net transmission direction, 
which should be paid more attention in the design of fuel cells. In 
addition to transport properties, other studies have shown that the net 
drag coefficient may also be related to the thickness of the membrane 
[172,173]. Bazylak et al. [174] observed the transmission path of water 
in the GDL using an electron microscope and camera. The transmission 
path of water in the compressed GDL under the optical transparent plate 
was captured by the microscope. The results show that the preferred 
path of water transport is the compressed region of the GDL, that is, the 
GDL region under the rib. This is consistent with the results shown in 
Fig. 6. This water transport behaviour makes the liquid water easily 
transported to hard-to-reach areas, which is helpful for the performance 
of fuel cells. One of the microscopic explanations for this water transport 
behaviour is that the assembly load leads to the deformation or even 
damage of fibres in the GDL (Fig. 24), resulting in a large number of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces in the GDL. Water transfer is the 
result of the combination of water and hydrophilic surfaces in the hy-
drophobic GDL. 

2.2.3. Assembly effect on polarization curve 
The polarization curve of fuel cell establishes the relationship be-

tween output voltage and current, which is the most intuitive standard 

Fig. 22. Relationship between roughness of BPP and contact resistance.  

Fig. 23. (a) Definition of net drag coefficient, (b) Relationship between net drag coefficient, current density, and assembly load (relative humidity = 40%) [170].  



method to evaluate the performance of fuel cell. Generally, the polari-
zation curve consists of three parts: activation loss, ohmic loss and 
concentration loss. Lee et al. [178]pointed out that the best fuel cell 
performance can be found according to the polarization curve of fuel cell 
under different assembly loads. The typical polarization curve of fuel 
cell is shown in Fig. 25(a), and the typical polarization curve of fuel cell 
under different assembly loads is shown in Fig. 25(b). Through the 
existing research, the following conclusions can be drawn: under a 
certain voltage, the current density decreases with the increase of as-
sembly load. Assembly load mainly affects concentration loss and ohmic 
loss, but has little effect on activation loss. This is particularly evident in 
the research of Toghyani et al. [142]. The possible reason is that the 
assembly load reduces the thickness of GDL and the space of gas flow in 
the channel, which is helpful to improve the performance of fuel cell to a 
certain extent. At the same time, the assembly load reduces the porosity 
of GDL, so the concentration loss increases especially with the increase 
of assembly load. It is worth noting that the fuel cell will be permanently 
damaged under over compression. Therefore, the best assembly load 
should be found for the fuel cell through the polarization curve before 
the over compression state is reached. 

2.2.4. Assembly effect on thermal contact resistance 
During the operation of fuel cell, adjacent components need to 

transfer heat effectively. The thermal contact resistance is a key 
parameter of heat transfer. The assembly load also has a certain influ-
ence on the thermal contact resistance of fuel cell. Based on the exper-
imental technique of steady-state method, Khandelwal et al. [179] 
measured the thermal contact resistance between different components 
of fuel cell. The authors pointed out that the thermal contact resistance 
between Toray carbon paper and Aluminium bronze decreases with the 
increase of assembly load. Similar results were found for graphite BPP 
[83]. That is, the thermal contact resistance between GDL and graphite 
BPP decreases nonlinearly with the increase of assembly load. During 
the operation of fuel cell, the heat generated needs to be dissipated 
outward through the conduction of components. Through relevant 
research, it can be concluded that the thermal contact resistance of fuel 
cell decreases under assembly load. The possible reason is that the 
contact area between components increases and the overall contact 
resistance decreases. 

Fig. 24. GDL micrograph under different assembly loads: (a) 0.18 MPa, (b) 0.36 MPa, (c) 0.68 MPa, (d) 1.37 MPa [174].  

Fig. 25. (a) Typical polarization curve [180], (b) typical polarization curve under different assembly loads [142].  



2.3. Effect of assembly load distribution 

In addition to the size of the assembly load, the uniform distribution 
of the assembly load is also an important aspect of assembly technique 
research. A uniform assembly load can minimise contact resistance and 
mass transfer loss. However, an uneven assembly load distribution may 
lead to excessive local thermal resistance, which is not conducive to the 
consistency of temperature. Moreover, local over-compression may 
cause reactant blockage, reduce the performance of fuel cells, and even 
fail to guarantee the tightness of fuel cells. Therefore, assembly load 
distribution has increasingly been a focus of research in recent years [47, 
51,181,182] has begun to increase. 

The assembly load is typically realised in three forms: point, line, and 
surface. In the traditional structural design of a fuel cell stack, the as-
sembly load is applied to the EP by bolts and nuts. Research on this type 
of assembly load distribution is mainly concerned with the number and 
distribution of bolts [43,148,181,183]. However, the assembly load 
distribution of the point load inevitably leads to stress concentration at 
the edge, as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, to obtain a more uniform load 
distribution, a stack structure consisting of a steel strap assembly [125, 
184] has gradually appeared in recent years. 

Mikkola et al. [185] proposed a general FEM to predict the assembly 
load distribution under different assembly loads and bolt layouts. A 
pressure-sensitive film was used to verify the consistency between the 
predicted and experimental results. Similarly, Alizadeh et al. [47] 
studied the assembly load distribution on an MEA by combining the FEM 
and the pressure-sensitive film verification method. It is concluded that 
the bending of the EP can be reduced to optimise the load distribution by 
selecting the appropriate EP material and thickness and reducing the 
bolt torque. Moreover, choosing sealing materials with low hardness and 
increasing the number of cells can also optimise the assembly load dis-
tribution to a certain extent. Other related studies [82,127,150,186] also 
confirmed the influence of bolt distribution, EP deformation, and seal 
ring material on the assembly load distribution. In general, the assembly 
load distribution of the cell in the middle part of the stack is more 
uniform, especially compared with the cells near the EP. In other words, 
the cells in the middle of the stack have improved consistency and 
mechanical states [186]. Usually, the load distribution after an actual 
assembly can be measured by various experimental methods. 
Pressure-sensitive films [53,185], piezoresistive sensors [182,187] and 
carbon paper [181] are commonly used experimental tools. 

Through relevant literature research, three conclusions can be drawn 
for the assembly load distribution: 1) for point load, line load and sur-
face load, generally, surface load can obtain more uniform assembly 
load distribution; 2) EP is a key factor affecting assembly load distri-
bution. Simply increasing the thickness of the EP can improve the load 
uniformity. However, the ideal EP design should not reduce the EP 
stiffness as much as possible and realise lightweight; 3) The ideal as-
sembly load distribution can be obtained by simulation. However, due to 
the manufacturing accuracy of fuel cell components, the actual assembly 
load distribution usually deviates from the simulation results. Therefore, 
more experimental methods can be considered when studying assembly 
load distribution. 

3. Assembly load optimisation 

In Section 2, the assembly load and its effect on the fuel cell com-
ponents were clarified. As one of the important aspects of the assembly 
technique, the distribution of the assembly load also affects the perfor-
mance of the fuel cell. Therefore, this section summarises the optimi-
sation of the assembly load. Regarding research content, optimisation 
research focuses on two important aspects of the assembly technique, 
namely the assembly load and assembly load distribution. In terms of 
research methods, simulation methods, experimental methods and 
analytical methods are the three main techniques to optimise the as-
sembly load. The authors believe that the distribution of assembly load 

is affected by many factors, so the optimisation of assembly load should 
be a global optimisation problem. It is difficult to achieve the best effect 
by simply designing the structure of single element such as EP, MEA and 
BPP. The literature reviewed in this paper can provide readers with 
references to the research contents and methods. 

3.1. Research content 

The optimal design of the assembly load includes two aspects: 
optimal assembly load and optimal assembly load distribution. 

3.1.1. Optimal assembly load 
The assembly load is important to the performance of the fuel cell. 

On one hand, increasing the assembly load can reduce the CR, ohmic 
loss, and charge transfer resistance, but the porosity of the GDL de-
creases and the transport resistance of reactants and products increases 
at the same time. Therefore, the assembly load should not be too large. 
On the other hand, an insufficient assembly load makes it difficult to 
meet the basic requirements of stack tightness. Additionally, the as-
sembly load is related to the working conditions of the fuel cell, and the 
vibration [184], cold start [188,189] and wet thermal stress of the 
membrane [190,191] change the initial assembly state. Therefore, the 
optimal assembly load of different stacks should be within a reasonable 
range. 

The equivalent stiffness model (ESM) is a common method in the 
research of assembly techniques, which is widely used in assembly load 
design, strength verification, and force analysis of fuel cells [28,184, 
192,193]. In the ESM, all the components of the fuel cell are regarded as 
elastic elements, and all elastic elements form a complete stack through 
a set of series–parallel relationships. As shown in Fig. 26 (a). The design 
calculation is carried out on the basis of material mechanics and elastic 
mechanics, which greatly simplifies the number and difficulty of cal-
culations. Lin et al. [192,193] first proposed the ESM theory and pro-
posed a complete design process for the optimal assembly load. Based on 
the ESM model, Qiu et al. [28] proposed a design criterion for the 
optimal assembly load based on CR and GDL porosity. Based on the 
relationship between porosity and CR with assembly load, the overall 
expectation function is proposed. Because the two indices of porosity 
and CR change in opposite directions, the optimal assembly load can be 
obtained when the overall expectation function is maximised, as shown 
in Fig. 26 (b). It should be noted that in addition to the two key in-
dicators of CR and porosity, the verification of thermal stress should not 
be ignored. The assembly load range considering thermal stress may be 
limited [193], as shown in Fig. 26 (c). 

Chen et al. [25] studied the sealing performance and output char-
acteristics of a metal BPP fuel cell under different assembly loads. The 
torque of the eight bolts was increased from 2 to 7 Nm. The gas leakage 
rate, polarization curve, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of 
the stack were tested under each assembly load. The experimental re-
sults show that gas leakage can be effectively reduced by increasing the 
assembly load. However, when the bolt torque exceeds 6 Nm, the power 
of the stack decreases. Based on the experiment, the optimal assembly 
load is obtained, and it is confirmed that the reduction in power is the 
joint effect of contact resistance and porosity. Similarly, Al et al. [194] 
confirmed by in-situ measurements that the performance of a 
low-temperature fuel cell stack is improved when the assembly load 
increases from 60 to 150 psi. Yan et al. [82] designed an optimal as-
sembly load based on the characteristics of hydrothermal management 
under non-uniform GDL compression. The 3D stack model (five-cell 
liquid-cooled stack) simulates the temperature distribution and molar 
concentration of oxygen and water in the pressure range of 0.5–3.5. 
MPa. The polarization curves under different assembly loads show that 
the highest single-cell output power of 0.65 V can be achieved in the 
assembly load range of 1.5–3.5. MPa. 

From the related research on assembly loads, it can be seen that 
different stacks have different optimal assembly loads. Increasing the 



assembly load improves the stack performance. However, owing to the 
charge transfer dynamics of the gas reaction rate, the assembly load 
should not be too large. It should be pointed out that the optimisation of 
assembly load is only theoretical optimisation. The optimal performance 
also depends on the uniformity of load distribution to a great extent. In 
addition, the current literature lacks assembly load optimisation 
methods for different application scenarios. 

3.1.2. Optimal assembly load distribution 
Owing to the so-called short plate effect of fuel cells, it is important to 

maintain a high degree of consistency for improving performance. Here, 
consistency refers not only to that between cells, but also within a single 
cell to ensure that the working state of the active region is as uniform as 
possible. However, for uniformity of the assembly load distribution, the 
most important aspect is the assembly mechanism. At present, the 
common research is mainly focused on the bolt and nut assembly 
structure, and to a lesser degree on the steel strap assembly structure. 
Other assembly structures such as compliant strap [195], overlapping 
sheet [196], pneumatic EP [182], and side spring structures [197] are 
limited to patents. This will be discussed in the next section. For the 
traditional screw (bolt and nut) assembly, the common consensus is that 
with an increase in the assembly load, the edge of the MEA will bear 
more load than the centre, and the inhomogeneity will increase [187]. 

In experimental research, Montanini et al. [187] combined piezor-
esistive sensors and digital image technology to optimise the assembly 
load distribution in the stack. The authors emphasise that there are two 
key points for the stack of a bolt and nut assembly, which are especially 
important for the distribution of the assembly load. One of these is the 
thickness of the EP, and the other is the thickness ratio of the GDL and 
sealing ring. The authors also suggest that in order to reduce the bending 
of EPs, pre-bent EPs can be used. In simulation-based research, the re-
sults of Bates et al. [53] and Cruz et al. [57] are similar to the 

experimental results. Some interesting conclusions are put forward: 
compared with the GDL, the seal ring bears most of the assembly load, 
and a semi-rigid gasket is recommended to protect the weak part of the 
MEA edge. From the perspective of optimisation of assembly load dis-
tribution, most studies suggest achieving uniform load distribution by 
optimising the EP, except for the influence of assembly form, bolt 
number, and layout. First, materials with appropriate strength should be 
selected, such as aluminium, stainless steel, or non-metallic materials 
[124,198]. Second, measures to reduce the deformation of the EP should 
be adopted, such as increasing the thickness [47] or pre-bending [126, 
187]. In order to avoid the EP being too bulky, the hydraulic EP [127] 
and pneumatic EP [51,182] realise more uniform mass transfer by fluid 
pressure, as shown in Fig. 27. 

3.2. Research methods 

From the perspective of research methods, these are mainly divided 
into simulation, experimental and analytical methods. 

3.2.1. Simulation methods 
In the research on PEMFC assembly, an accurate and effective 

mathematical model or 3D model can clearly describe basic phenomena 
in the fuel cell, predict the performance of the stack under different 
structures and operating conditions, optimise the design and assembly of 
the fuel cell system, and reduce the production cost. In the research and 
development of PEMFC assembly techniques, the models have been 
developed from one dimension to multiple dimensions, from simple to 
complex. Many researchers have performed extensive simulations, 
trying to find the best assembly scheme for different PEMFC models. 

Zhou et al. [109] established a two-dimensional model of a single cell 
to explore the change in porosity of the GDL caused by the assembly load 
and the influence of CR between the GDL and BPP. The authors found an 

Fig. 26. (a) Equivalent stiffness model [192], (b) Overall expectation function based on CR and GDL porosity [28], (c) Optimal assembly load range considering 
thermal stress [193]. 

Fig. 27. (a) Hydraulic end plate [127] (b) Pneumatic end plate [182].  



optimal BPP rib width, which can obtain a low CR and good porosity of 
the GDL. Liu et al. [199] established a simplified stack model. A robust 
design method combining the FEM and response surface methodology 
(RSM) was used to study the influence of the bolt position and assembly 
load on the MEA pressure distribution. Lee et al. [34] analysed the un-
even stress distribution of the GDL due to the assembly load through a 
3D single-cell FEM, and compared it with the stress distribution 
measured by a pressure sensor in the experiment. Xing et al. [200] used 
the COMSOL software package to establish a 3D model of a PEMFC to 
study the influence of the assembly force on the GDL, and used a sto-
chastic algorithm to calculate the optimal assembly load under different 
voltage conditions. The results showed that when the operating voltage 
was high, the assembly load of 1–1.5 MPa improved the performance of 
the fuel cell. Taymaz et al. [201] established a 3D model of a single 
channel and studied the influence of the assembly load on the GDL. The 
results show that the CR, porosity, and thickness of the GDL decrease 
with an increase in the assembly load. The optimal assembly load is 
between 0.5 and 1 MPa. Perng et al. [202] studied the influence of the 
interface shape of the reaction gas channel on the performance of a fuel 
cell by establishing a 3D single-cell model. A trapezoidal cross-section 
with a slope angle of 60◦ and a channel height of 1.125 mm is recom-
mended. It can be seen that the research of simulation analysis is mainly 
focussed on 3D finite element analysis combined with the basic elec-
trochemical principle of fuel cells and mechanical knowledge. However, 
owing to the complexity of the BPP flow channel, the required number of 
calculations is too large. Generally, the size of the 3D model is not very 
large and the number of cells involved is relatively small. At the same 
time, there are some ideal simplifications and boundary conditions in 
the model, which yield results of the simulation analysis that are not 
always satisfactory. It is believed that with the improvement of CPU 
computing power and speed, this will be improved in the future. It 
should also be noted that the simulation method usually defaults that the 
contact between various components is flat. Without considering the 
influence of tolerance and error, the simulation results are usually 
different from the experimental results. 

3.2.2. Experimental methods 
In addition to a wide variety of PEMFC model simulation research, 

many researchers have also performed numerous experiments to study 
the impact of assembly on fuel cell performance. In stack assembly ex-
periments, it is usually necessary to apply a certain assembly load with a 
loading device similar to that in Fig. 3. In addition, the stack assembly 
machine also has a calibration rod that is convenient for assembly, a 
pressure plate, a base for uniformly applying assembly force, and certain 
air-tightness testing equipment. At present, there are many automatic 
assembly equipment for stacks, but the basic assembly principle and 
process are similar. During the operation of the press, a series of loading 
curves are recorded. As mentioned previously, pressure-sensitive tech-
niques are often used in assembly load studies. As shown in Figs. 7 and 9, 
when the film is loaded with an assembly load, the colour of the film 
changes. The darker the colour, the greater the load. At the same time, 
the pressure-sensitive film does not affect the original load distribution 
[187]. Therefore, pressure-sensitive technologies such as piezoresistive 
sensors [187] and pressure-sensitive films [43,47,57] are widely used. In 
addition, 3D image vision technology [187] and microscopy technology 
[146,174] are also used in the research of assembly loads. Regarding the 
EP, a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) [186] and stress–strain 
technology [35] are often used to test its deformation. 

3.2.3. Analytical methods 
Analytical method is also an important means to study the assembly 

load of fuel cell. Using the equivalent stiffness model, Lin et al. [192, 
193] put forward some valuable analytical equations. For screw as-
sembly stacks, the torque applied to each screw and assembly load can 
be expressed by Equation (1) and Equation (2). 
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where Fclamping is the assembly load, T is the torque on each screw, C is 
the number of screws,deq is called equivalent frictional diameter. Fig. 28 
is a schematic diagram of relevant parameters. 

In addition, after considering the air tightness of fuel cell, the 
strength of MEA and bolt strength, the authors give some analytical 
equations that can be verified. As shown in Equations (3)–(5). The 
specific meaning of these analytical equations can be found in Refs. 
[192,193], which will not be repeated here. 
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According to the analytical formula in the existing references, when 
studying the assembly of a specific fuel cell stack, engineers only need to 
consult the material manual and combine the structure of a specific stack 
to preliminarily complete the design and verification of the assembly 
process. In the later stage, further verification by simulation and 
experimental methods can greatly improve the accuracy of stack as-
sembly design. Therefore, at the beginning of fuel cell assembly design, 
the efficiency of assembly design can be greatly improved by using 
analytical method. 

4. Assembly mechanism 

The assembly load can be provided by point pressure, line pressure, 
and surface pressure. Therefore, many assembly mechanisms are 
derived according to different assembly load-holding mechanisms. At 
present, there are two types of mature stack assembly mechanisms on 
the market: screw assembly and strap assembly. There is little research 
on assembly mechanisms in the literature, and most of the work on as-
sembly mechanisms can be found in patents. This section describes the 
basic assembly mechanisms. 

4.1. Screw assembly 

The screw assembly is the most popular assembly form on the mar-
ket, as shown in Fig. 29 (a). The idea of the screw assembly is to convert 
the point pressure generated by the screw into uniform stress over the 
whole stack through a thick EP. This method is simple and practical, but 
the EP occupies a large mass and volume. Moreover, the design of the 
point load inevitably leads to the assembly load being mainly borne by 
the edge of the BPP, and the active area of the MEA cannot achieve a 
uniform assembly load. If the design of the EP is unreasonable, the point 
load will increase the bending of the EP, which is not conducive to the 
uniform distribution of the load. 

To obtain a more uniform load distribution, screw assembly research 
mainly involves the optimisation of the EP design. Within this field, it is 
there is active research on increasing the stiffness without excessively 
increasing the mass and volume of the EP. This is related to the material 
selection and the structural design of the EP [203]. Asghari et al. [123] 
presented a complete development process for an EP, including material 
selection, finite element analysis, optimal thickness selection, fabrica-
tion, and experimental verification. Lin et al. [42] proposed a 
multi-objective optimisation method for EP design. It not only improves 
the EP stiffness, but also realises the uniform distribution of the 



assembly load. Moreover, the optimised EP structure can meet the 
machinability and achieve maximum weight reduction. Yu et al. [204] 
proposed a multi-layer EP structure consisting of a carbon fibre com-
posite and insulation foam. This type of EP can not only maintain the 
strength, but also reduce the weight and improve the thermal perfor-
mance. The experimental results show that the design improves the cold 
start performance of the fuel cell stack. 

Pneumatic and hydraulic EPs are also proposed on the basis of screw 
assembly structures. These two forms apply pressure generated by fluid 
to the EP without changing the assembly form. As shown in Fig. 27 (b), 
the concept of a pneumatic EP was proposed by Alizadeh et al. [51]. The 
reaction gas and coolant flow in and out of the EP on the same side, and 
the EP on the other side consists of two parts. The inner and outer parts 
form an air chamber through a sealing ring, which is similar to the piston 
structure of an engine. The pressure gas pushes the inner EP to realise a 
uniform distribution of the assembly load. The hydraulic EP has the 
same operating principle (Fig. 27 (a)). The design of pneumatic and 
hydraulic EPs improves the load distribution on the active area. The 
rigidity requirement of the EP is lower, and a lighter structure can be 
used. At the same time, it allows the assembly load to be monitored for 
later adjustment [127,182]. However, the complex structure increases 
the assembly cost. 

In terms of patents, Grot et al. [205] proposed the structure of a 
double-layer upper EP. A number of bolt holes are arranged on the outer 
layer of the upper EP. By adjusting the screws at different bolt holes, the 
pressure distribution plate on the inner layer can be controlled to realise 
a uniform distribution of the assembly load. Toshiyuki et al. [206] also 
proposed a double-layer EP structure. The EP on one side is composed of 
internal and external parts, and the two layers are connected by multiple 
springs. The force of the outer EP is transferred to the inner EP through 
the spring to achieve a uniform assembly load. The outer EP is connected 
to the EP on the other side through a screw. 

4.2. Strap assembly 

The strap assembly is another common assembly structure on the 
market. Flexible steel straps are commonly used [125]. This method can 
reduce the thickness and weight of the EP and make the stack more 
compact. Because of the larger action area of the assembly load, a more 
uniform load distribution can be obtained [207]. However, the assembly 
design process of a stack with a strap assembly is more complex. The 
strap assembly structure is shown in Fig. 29 (b). 

Liu et al. [125] designed a semi-circular EP boundary to fit a steel 
strap. Moreover, the cross-section shape of the EP is lightweight and 
designed based on the shape optimisation method while ensuring its 
stiffness. There is also a more typical arc EP with a strap assembly [208]. 
The characteristic of this stack assembly method is that the EP with a 
certain radian is used to realise the assembly, which further improves 
the uniformity of the assembly load. The main advantage is that the 
upper and lower EPs can adopt certain hollow structures to realise the 
lightweight design of the stack. However, the EP with a radian is not 
convenient to use with a press machine. In terms of patents, Boguslaw 
et al. [209] first proposed the concept of a strap assembly. Unoki et al. 
[210] connected the two ends of a steel strap with bolts and nuts, and 
added a strap limiting mechanism on the EP. 

4.3. Other stack assembly mechanism 

In addition to the above two mainstream stack assembly mecha-
nisms, other assembly mechanisms or improvements to the screw and 
strap assembly structures can be found through relevant patent searches. 
Table 3 summarises the assembly mechanisms in patents. These 
different assembly mechanisms can improve the assembly load distri-
bution to a certain extent. However, the complex mechanical structure 
makes them difficult to be widely used in commercial stacks. In addition, 

Fig. 28. Schematic diagram of screw assembly: (a) the forces acting on the rectangular thread (b) nut geometry.  

Fig. 29. (a) Screw assembly, (b) Strap assembly.  



there is a lack of comparative analysis of the assembly mechanisms 
involved in the patent to more clearly point out the applicable working 
scenarios of each assembly mechanism. 

5. Automatic assembly 

At present, the biggest obstacles to the commercialisation of fuel cells 
are their high cost and durability [232]. The cost of fuel cell stacks can 
be divided into three parts: material and component cost, labour cost (i. 
e. design, manufacturing, and assembly), and capital cost of 
manufacturing equipment. Owing to the wide use of precious metals in 
fuel cell components, the cost of materials and components is largely 
independent of economies of scale. Technological innovation is effective 
in reducing the cost of materials and components. However, the 
improvement of automation and large-scale production can effectively 
reduce labour and capital costs, which can theoretically reduce the cost 
of stacks by 50% [233]. The ultimate goal of the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DoE) is to reduce the cost of fuel cell stack to $15/kWnet through 
technological innovation and mass production practices [234]. As a 
significant part of production, increasing the assembly efficiency is 
important for reducing the cost of fuel cells. 

The basic assembly process of the fuel cell is as follows: (1) the BPP, 
MEA, and BPP are superimposed on the lower EP in sequence (the 
insulation plate and current collector have been installed) to assemble 
the first single cell; (2) the above step is repeated and single cells are 
stacked by using the assembly auxiliary positioning device; (3) after the 
final single cell is installed, the upper EP and other components are 
stacked; (4) air tightness test; (5) after passing the tightness test, the 
screw is installed (assembly force-holding device) while maintaining the 
pressure. At present, some fuel cell stacks undergo a long manual as-
sembly process, which involves repeated work cycles, and human errors 
are inevitable. A stack assembled by hand may require a whole day to 
complete the assembly and testing process. In the fuel cell development 
cycle, the early prototype stacks can be manually assembled. However, 
with large-scale production, it is necessary to ensure the reliability and 
consistency of stack quality. With a large number of applications of 
PEMFC stacks in automobiles, the increase in power and volume of fuel 
cell stacks means an increase in the number of single cells. For the 
repeated work cycle in the assembly process, subjective and objective 
factors related to the quality of products and workers should be mini-
mised. Moreover, the requirement of assembly speed further proves the 
rationality of using an automatic assembly processes. At present, with 
the automatic manufacturing of fuel cell components, the automation of 
the assembly process is increasingly important [235]. 

Fig. 30 shows the complete stack automation assembly process. It 
includes three processes: component feed, stack assembly, and press. 
The assembly automation production line needs expansibility while 
ensuring high efficiency. High efficiency refers to the requirements of 
incoming feed speed and beat, and the traceability of incoming materials 
is also required. The expansibility should not only meet the assembly 
capability for different types of stacks (such as graphite and metal BPPs), 
but also consider the requirements of modular expansion for the entire 
production line, such as adding an automatic assembly module for 
components and a stack test module. 

Automatic assembly is getting more and more widely used, but it also 
faces a series of difficulties and challenges. The first is the alignment 
accuracy of the manipulator. Owing to the flexibility and mobility 
problems caused by the multi-joint structure of the manipulator, the 
alignment accuracy is limited [237]. Traditional manual assembly 
usually uses alignment pins to constraint the relationship between 
components. During the operation of the manipulator, the use of 
alignment pins may cause jamming in the component placement pro-
cess, especially for soft structures such as MEAs. However, the alignment 
process without alignment pins potentially suffers from low alignment 
accuracy. Low alignment accuracy makes it impossible to meet the 
designed constraint relationship between components, resulting in gas 
leakage and other problems. The second is the design of the end effector 
of the manipulator. The components of a fuel cell composed of different 
materials have different stiffness; for example, BPPs have higher stiff-
ness while MEAs are softer. The end effector requires the ability to 

Table 3 
Assembly mechanism in patent.  

No. Assembly 
mechanism 

Characteristic Patent No. Reference 

1 Strap  • Adapt to the assembly 
load variation during 
operation. 

US 2008/ 
0305380 A1 

[195] 

2 Overlapping 
sheet  

• Prevent relaxation of 
assembly load. 

US 2008/ 
0311457 A1 

[196] 

3 Side spring  • Keep dynamic assembly 
load. 

US 8012648 
B2 

[197] 

4 Screw  • With assembly load 
adjusting bolt. 

US 6428921 
B1 

[205] 

5 Screw  • Double-layer end plate 
with spring. 

WO 2005/ 
053080 A1 

[206] 

6 Strap  • With central fluid 
distributor. 

CA 
2271706C 

[209] 

7 Strap  • With strap limiting 
mechanism. 

US 2011/ 
0070520 A1 

[210] 

8 Strap  • Cross-distribution of 
compression strap. 

WO 2016/ 
205139 A1 

[211] 

9 Leaf spring  • With tension members. US 2013/ 
0273452 A1 

[212] 

10 Tie rod  • Tie rod connects upper 
and lower end plates. 

US 9806369 
B2 

[213] 

11 Coupling 
mechanism  

• Preformed element with 
a predetermined 
curvature. 

US 9774056 
B2 

[214] 

12 Rigid clamping 
device  

• Define spaces between 
the end plates. 

US 2017/ 
0025701 A1 

[215] 

13 Tie rod  • Flanges with through 
holes may receive tie 
rods. 

US 2005/ 
0089737 A1 

[216] 

14 Rigid frame  • Side Sections integrally 
formed with the bottom. 

US 6218039 
B1 

[217] 

15 Fastening 
housing  

• Housing equipped with 
a load adjusting device. 

US 6670069 
B2 

[218] 

16 Strap  • The strap forms a closed 
circuit. 

US 2006/ 
0093890 A1 

[219] 

17 Screw  • Multiple fuel cell sub- 
stacks disposed in 
parallel. 

US 5945232 [220] 

18 Strap  • Use disc spring end 
plate. 

US 5993987 [221] 

19 Screw  • Use element for 
reducing stress 
concentration. 

US 2006/ 
0240307 A1 

[222] 

20 Tension bar  • The tension bars have a 
certain angle of 
inclination. 

US 2014/ 
0162168 A1 

[223] 

21 Compression 
shell  

• The upper and lower 
shells are interlocked. 

US 2014/ 
0255818 A1 

[224] 

22 Fixed carriage  • Fuel cells can be built 
directly in the carriage. 

US 7435501 
B2 

[225] 

23 Screw  • Liquid-filled sealed 
receptacles are under 
end plates. 

EP 0936689 
B1 

[226] 

24 Screw  • Pressure bellows are 
under end plates. 

EP 1284521 
A2 

[227] 

25 Screw  • Two-phase fluid bladder 
are under end plates. 

US 6200698 
B1 

[228] 

26 Planar strip  • Counteract the strain 
caused by MEA 
expansion. 

US 2008/ 
0145713 A1 

[229] 

27 Tie rod  • Spring assembly is 
horizontally below the 
end plate. 

US 6413665 
B1 

[230] 

28 Screw  • Spring plate is below the 
end plate. 

US 6372372 
B1 

[231]  



control these different components to ensure stability and accuracy in 
the process of picking and releasing [238]. However, using too many 
manipulators and end effectors would greatly increase the complexity 
and cost of the automatic production line. The final difficulty is the 
integration of the fuel cell design and assembly process. At present, the 
design and assembly of fuel cells are usually divided into two different 
processes. In the design process of a fuel cell, the demand for automatic 
assembly is seldom considered, which leads to a series of unexpected 
problems such as alignment and picking difficulty. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the development of a complete 
automated stack assembly line should meet the following basic re-
quirements: (1) precision and repetitive precision control, (2) automatic 
incoming components, (3) flexibility in handling different types of 
components, (4) scalability, and (5) traceability of products and 
components. 

Laskowski et al. [239,240] designed an assembly automation pro-
duction line of a PEMFC stack with three robot working units, and found 
that the existing stack structure has many disadvantages for automation. 
Based on the relevant knowledge of the product design and assembly 
criteria [241], the authors analysed the parts that can be improved in the 
assembly process, re-optimised the stack, shortened the assembly time, 
and improved the assembly efficiency. It can be seen that the design and 
assembly of fuel cells should be combined. In production, engineers 

should build a complete fault mode characterisation system to quickly 
find the source of the fault, accurately implement quality control, and 
reduce the probability of repeated assembly and testing. 

Manual assembly often uses alignment pins to ensure the assembly 
accuracy of components. However, in automatic assembly, repeated 
insertion and extraction of alignment pins would be detrimental to the 
balance and accuracy of assembly. To solve this problem, Williams et al. 
[242] used a manipulator to align non-conductive alignment pins. The 
end of the alignment pin is conical, which facilitates the release process 
of the components, and can be permanently retained in the stack after 
assembly. In the following study [238], the authors optimised the 
original end effector. The new end effector can pick up and release 
different components using a vacuum cup. Moreover, a passive 
compliance system is added to compensate for the limitation of the 
manipulator’s mobility, and to mitigate possible jamming problems 
caused by components falling along the alignment pins. Fig. 31 shows 
the picking and releasing processes of the manipulator. In addition, 
optimising the stack assembly process, reducing the number of assembly 
steps, and reducing the complexity of the assembly system are also 
significant for improving the efficiency of automatic assembly 
[243–247]. 

In the automatic assembly process, the new design of some fuel cells 
will change the assembly process. For example, Honda’s fuel cell unit is 

Fig. 30. Complete stack automation assembly process [236].  

Fig. 31. Picking and releasing process of the manipulator: (a) picking BPP, (b) releasing MEA [238].  



composed of two MEAs and three separators [248,249]. As shown in 
Fig. 32 (a). This structure can effectively protect MEA, because MEA 
does not need to be operated separately in the assembly process. 
Therefore, in the assembly process, the manipulator only needs to 
operate the pre-assembled fuel cell unit. As shown in Fig. 32 (b). This 
improves the assembly efficiency and simplifies the manipulator end 
effector to a certain extent. In addition, a structure which can be con-
nected with the connection bar is designed around the fuel cell unit. 
After the stack is assembled, each fuel cell unit is fixed with the 
connection bar. Both ends of the connection bar are respectively fixed on 
the upper and lower EP. This design can effectively prevent the dislo-
cation caused by vibration during the use of the stack. As shown in 
Fig. 32 (c). Integrated assembly technique is used in the fuel cell as-
sembly process of AA Allied Power Technologies Ltd. (APT) [250]. 
Twelve fuel cell single cells were first assembled into Xell™ module 
(output power of 3.6 kW). The Xell™ module can be assembled into a 
stack according to the power demand. The power range covers 10 
kW–120 kW. As shown in Fig. 33 (a). This integrated assembly technique 
has strong scalability. Due to the prior assembly into separate Xell™ 
modules, the assembly accuracy of each module can be well controlled, 
and the overall assembly accuracy of the stack is also improved. In 
addition, a horizontal servo stack assembly machine has been devel-
oped, which adopts horizontal assembly mode to reduce the influence of 
gravity. As shown in Fig. 33 (b). 

It can be seen that automated fuel cell stack assembly requires 
complex system engineering. The process involves the design and 
manufacture of fuel cells, the development and supply of fuel cell 
components, the design of the automation process, and the 
manufacturing, testing, and maintenance of an automatic production 
line [251]. Then, the product design, design of fuel cell components to 
meet the requirements of automation-oriented manufacturing, assem-
bly, and testing are required. Then, there is the construction of a com-
plete automated production line, including component supply, 
assembly, and compression processes. Finally, equipment testing and 
prototype stack manufacturing are carried out to verify the rationality of 
the entire process and improve it. 

6. Summary/conclusions 

This review summarises the research on assembly techniques from 
four aspects: assembly load, assembly load optimisation, assembly 
mechanism, and automatic assembly. Assembly load is an important 
aspect of stack assembly design. The influence of the assembly load on 

the components and the distribution of the assembly load affect the 
output performance of the stack. Section 2 summarises related research 
on assembly load. After understanding the mechanism of assembly load, 
researchers optimise the assembly load and its distribution through a 
series of experimental, analytical and simulation-based methods, hoping 
to obtain the best performance of the fuel cell. These points are referred 
to in Section 3. After a thorough review of the literature and published 
patents, Section 4 summarises the different stack assembly mechanisms. 
Section 5 introduces automatic stack assembly from the perspective of 
improving assembly efficiency and reducing stack cost, which is also a 
current focal point of active assembly research. 

The purpose of this paper is to summarise the research and progress 
of assembly techniques and provide a reference for researchers and 
engineers who study PEMFC stack assembly. It can be seen from the 
summary of the full text that assembly is a systematic technique oriented 
by production which closely combines with theoretical and practical 
aspects. The development of assembly techniques can not only promote 
theoretical research, such as the mechanical properties of key compo-
nents and mass transfer of fuel cells, but also guide the production 
process, improve production efficiency, and promote large-scale appli-
cation of fuel cells. The main conclusions and research directions are as 
follows:  

(1) At present, great progress has been made in the research on the 
influence of assembly load on the mechanism and performance of 
fuel cell. Through various analytical methods, simulation and 
experimental methods, the best assembly load and its distribution 
can be obtained. However, in the actual operation of fuel cell, 
other stresses will appear in the fuel cell. Such as thermal stress 
caused by uneven temperature, stress caused by vibration and 
low temperature start-up. The relationship between assembly 
load and these stresses and the effect of their combination are not 
clear. Therefore, in the future research process of assembly 
technique, the influence of these stresses generated in the actual 
operation process should be considered more.  

(2) The current research methods of assembly technique (simulation 
method, experimental method and analytical method) are carried 
out in the off-line state of fuel cell, that is, when the fuel cell is not 
running. However, the components of fuel cell will be aged 
during operation, such as the decrease of seal ring thickness. How 
to detect the assembly state of fuel cell under on-line condition 
and design a mechanism that can dynamically adjust the assem-
bly load is the future research direction. 

Fig. 32. Honda FC stack: (a) FC unit with 2 MEAs and 3 separators, (b) stack assembly, (c) connection bar with high impact resistance [248,249].  



(3) Although there are many novel fuel cell assembly mechanisms in 
the patent literature, the real market-oriented assembly mecha-
nisms are still screw assembly and strap assembly. Therefore, 
more research is needed to compare and analyse the advantages 
and disadvantages of different assembly mechanisms. In the 
future, the assembly mechanism with lower cost and better effect 
should be selected according to different application scenarios of 
fuel cell.  

(4) It is certain that automatic assembly is the development direction 
of assembly technique in the future. In this regard, there seem to 
be two feasible development paths. First, pay attention to the 
optimisation of the manipulator end effector, so that it can 
operate more objects and be more accurate and flexible. The 
second is to consider the convenience of assembly at the begin-
ning of the design of fuel cell. More ingenious fuel cell component 
design can greatly simplify the assembly process and improve 
efficiency. At this point, the authors have more confidence in the 
development of the latter.  

(5) Design, manufacturing and assembly are the key factors to ensure 
the performance of fuel cell and reduce the cost. In fact, the three 
processes are strongly coupled. Although a series of progress has 
been made in the development of assembly technique, assembly 
technique is still limited by the manufacturing accuracy of fuel 
cell components and the defects at the beginning of fuel cell 
design. Further improving the assembly effect (such as load dis-
tribution uniformity and assembly efficiency) is facing the chal-
lenge of fuel cell design and manufacturing. Therefore, future 
research should better coordinate the three aspects of design, 
manufacturing and assembly. 

Therefore, the authors think that the next stage of research on as-
sembly techniques will continue to focus on theory and practice. In 
theory, the assembly load will be studied deeply, and the mechanical 

and performance changes in the fuel cell during the assembly process 
will be thoroughly understood. On this basis, a reasonable assembly load 
and appropriate assembly mechanism will be designed for the stack. In 
practice, the two processes of fuel cell design and assembly design are 
unified to design fuel cell components from the perspective of improving 
assembly efficiency. The theoretical research is taken as guidance for the 
fuel cell design and assembly process. With the improvement of as-
sembly techniques, there is an urgent need to construct unified assembly 
processes, standards, and specifications in the industry. The develop-
ment of fuel cell assembly techniques will greatly promote the indus-
trialisation of PEMFCs, reduce stack manufacturing costs, and realise the 
wider application of fuel cells in diverse fields. 
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